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Introduction
In 2019 Amazon announced a Climate Pledge to be net zero carbon by 2040; a few months later, their CEO Jeff Bezos announced a 10 billion dollar “Earth Fund” to fund climate research. Other tech companies like Google, Microsoft, and Netflix have made similar commitments to fund climate research and achieve “net zero.”

As a trillion-dollar digital platform company, Amazon provides a considerable portion of the infrastructure that supports internet technologies (Alimohamed-Wilson & Reese, 2020). At the same time, “Big Tech” has come under mounting public and policy scrutiny for the extractive business models of “platform capitalism” (Srnick, 2017) and their impacts on tech workers (e.g., Roose, 2018; Dubal, 2020). Yet environmental justice remains largely siloed from these important interventions.

In December 2019—just after Amazon’s Climate Pledge announcement—a coalition of residents and community groups in Southern California called the San Bernardino Airport Communities (SBAC) organized a Cyber Monday community picket line at one of Amazon’s 16 facilities in the Inland Empire. This group was focused particularly on the intersections of worker rights and environmental justice.

This paper examines who and what is left out when conversations around technology and sustainability are limited to global, multi-million-dollar “climate funds” and abstract measures like carbon neutrality. We ask: What would it look like to consider the technology industry’s role in climate change by centering the perspectives of those who currently experience these environmental harms? The vast networks of warehouses, trucks, highways, airports, railways, and logistics hubs that constitute the infrastructure

behind our platform ecosystems have significant environmental consequences for the neighbors and communities that physically surround them (Parks & Starosielski 2015; Crawford, 2021). In the US, environmental and economic exploitation often intersect: these are often the same communities of low-power, low-wage, racialized workers, including gig workers, warehouse workers, and “the many janitors, cafeteria staff, security officers, and other contract workers who power tech” (Kneese, n.d.). This case study demonstrates that far from being independent struggles, the fights for tech worker rights and environmental justice are instead deeply intertwined. Further analysis on both platform labor and on the environmental impacts of algorithmic systems must therefore consider them as such.

**Methods**
Informed by “ecologically informed intersectionality” (Tuana, 2019), we use this case study to explore how geographic place, environment, race, migrant status, and worker status are interrelated categories of power relations that mutually shape one another. We use an environmental justice framework that emphasizes the relational dimension of climate justice and, in particular, attachment to place (Schlosberg, Rickards, and Byrne, 2017). Conceptualizing platform infrastructure through this lens enables us to extend “green technology” discussions beyond carbon footprint and instead centre interdependence – the relationships and places that surround, support, and are harmed by these systems.

We analyzed campaign materials and local and national coverage of the SBAC Eastgate / Amazon Air campaign alongside primary materials from Amazon about their climate pledges. We additionally drew from general and campaign documentation from the local community organizations who formed the SBAC coalition. This case situates questions of tech justice in a specific place and moment in time and provides an opportunity to analyze the ways platform technologies affect communities “on the ground.”

**Findings**
SBAC argued that Amazon, already the largest employer in the area, would enact environmental racism with their new air cargo hub in the predominantly Hispanic, working-class Riverside and San Bernardino counties (Amazon Employees for Climate Justice, 2020). The hub’s increased plane and diesel truck traffic would worsen California’s “diesel death zones,” a term activists aptly use for the premature deaths and respiratory diseases and cancers caused by dangerous amounts of diesel exhaust near highways.

The SBAC coalition used a wide range of organizing tactics in their Eastgate campaign, a reflection of place-specific histories of labor and environmentalism as well as the diversity of groups the coalition brought together (Sarathy, 2013). SBAC’s central demand for “good jobs, healthy communities” points to a dual crisis faced by the communities in and around San Bernardino: environmental exploitation and un- and underemployment (Morello-Frosch et al., 2001; Allison et al., 2018). Although warehouses like Eastgate bring new jobs, many are temporary, unreliable, or

contingent; do not pay livable wages; do not include benefits; are heavily surveilled; and include inadequate workplace safety measures.

Importantly, SBAC was not organizing to push Amazon out of San Bernardino altogether. Instead, SBAC demanded a Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) with Amazon and the real estate developer, which would include legally enforceable measures to improve the community. An agreement like this would help address the labor and environmental crises of San Bernardino and link economic development with improving quality of life for the community, not just profit for the developers and their tenants.

Conclusion
This case study illustrates one way that commitments to environmental justice and economic justice can be aligned in platform studies if workers and community are centered, rather than abstracted in discussions of global technological governance and sustainability. By using a relational environmental justice framework, attachment to place becomes a central analytic for understanding how tech workers and their agency are deeply entangled within contexts that include their homes, schools, geographies, communities, and the air they breathe. This case demonstrates the need to center the environment in tech work, and to center the worker in sustainable technology, in order to work towards an ethics of mutuality that prioritizes interdependence, solidarity, and shared responsibility.
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